It ’s the little touches
That make a difference

“Great service by Sovereign – answered
all my questions and supported us in
moving our holiday when we had a
family emergency which meant we
couldn’t ﬂy when we had planned to.
Private transfers went smoothly.”
Trusted Feefo online reviewer

With over 45 years’ experience in handcrafting luxurious
holidays, we know how to make your travel dreams a reality.
We go above and beyond to offer a
personalised service that’s completely
unique to you. Our Trusted Advisers listen
carefully to your travel desires before
using their expert knowledge to design a
bespoke holiday. And they’ll be with you
every step of the way, from initial contact
through customising your itinerary, right
up until you return home, to ensure you
have the perfect trip.
Our dedication to exceptional service
doesn’t end there. We personally
handpick every hotel, resort and

experience so you can expect only the
finest accommodation and activities.
All our bookings include private resort
transfers and complimentary lounge
passes for select UK airports. Plus, you
can travel stress-free knowing that all
Sovereign holidays are fully protected
by ATOL and ABTA.
Experience the fine art of holiday
making with Sovereign. Talk to us
on 01293 765018* to create your
next luxury holiday.

ABTA No.V1464
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Call our Trusted Advisers on 01293 765018*

Visit sovereign.com
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YO U R G U I D E TO T H E

Sovereign Experience
“Sovereign service is excellent and
staff are friendly and professional. Our
holiday was most relaxing and the
hotel we stayed in was perfect”

�ass� free holidays
Browse our website, ﬂick through a brochure
at your leisure and call one of our Trusted
Advisers who will provide the ultimate bespoke
service. We use our expert knowledge to
remove the hassle of holiday planning and
create something perfect for you.

Mrs Stevens - Feefo online reviewer

��n�-p��ke�
From award-winning spas in Greece,
exhilarating waterparks for teens in Turkey,
to adults only Mediterranean hideaways, we
don’t settle for anything less than the best. We
have personally visited and hand-picked all of
our resorts, spas and experiences to ensure you
receive only the finest holiday.

A per�on� tou�
If there is one thing we know from over 45
years of creating bespoke luxury holidays, it’s
that everyone is different. At Sovereign we take
great pride in hand picking every detail to craft
something perfect and special, putting our
knowledge and dedication to good use.

Truﬆe� Advisers
Our Trusted Advisers are passionate about
travel and have the experience needed to
make your holiday as unique as you are. Best
of all, they will be on hand from start to finish
to share their honest and helpful advice so
your holiday is filled with magical moments.
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Call our Trusted Advisers on 01293 765018*

Visit sovereign.com
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Luxury holidays
Hand-crafted by experts
Dreaming of a sophisticated getaway?
Delighted by intimate boutique properties?
Planning a multi-centre trip or island hopping adventure?
Seeking a luxury resort that’s ideal for your kids, too?
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At Sovereign, we offer a diverse range
of handpicked accommodation from
family-friendly hotels to romantic adultsonly retreats and intimate boutique
properties.
But that’s only half the story. Once you’ve
decided on your dream destination,
we can customise every aspect to
create a holiday as unique as you,
from arranging ﬂights from your local

airport to those magical little touches,
like a secluded beachside picnic with a
hamper of gourmet goodies or selecting
a suite with a magnificent sunset view.
And don’t worry if you don’t know where
you want to go next. Simply advise us
of your preferred style of holiday and
we’ll suggest some options we think
you’ll love.

Call our Trusted Advisers on 01293 765018*

Visit sovereign.com
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“A perfectly organised holiday from start to
finish. Everything went smoothly from the
fast track and airport lounge to the excellent
transfer and return. The Domes of Elounda
was outstanding, giving us a perfect
relaxing family holiday.”
Feefo online reviewer

Domes of Elounda
Set on a hillside in northeast Crete
with magnificent views over the islet of
Spinalonga, Domes of Elounda, Autograph
Collection is one of our signature properties.

,

Conveniently located between the
traditional fishing village of Plaka and lively
resort town of Elounda, this tranquil retreat
comprises an assortment of luxurious Art
Deco-style suites and villas set within lush,
bougainvillea-rich gardens.
This is the ideal place to relax and unwind,
with five outdoor pools, a private sandy
beach, eight restaurants and bars, and
a sumptuous spa and wellness centre. If
you’re feeling active, there’s a choice of
activities including sailing and biking, while
children of all ages are kept occupied by
kids’ clubs and events. Plus, there are plenty
of romantic, adults-only areas for couples
seeking peace and quiet.
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The area is rich in cultural heritage, from
the Palace of Knossos and Archaeological
Museum at Heraklion to the Venetian fort
on Spinalonga.

Sovereign guests staying five nights or
more at Domes of Elounda enjoy these
complimentary Greek experiences:
4 Sail around the Bay of Elounda
on a traditional Cretan wooden
boat (kaiki)
4 Learn the secrets of Greek food
in a cookery class.
4	Enjoy a mouth-watering Greek
seafood à la carte dinner at the
hotel’s signature restaurant,
Topos 1910.

Meet Louise, one of our Trusted Advisers. Well travelled with a sense of adventure,
she loves this region of Crete and shares her expert knowledge.

What’s your favourite thing about
this hotel?

What local specialities should I sample while there?

I love how friendly the staff are – nothing
is too much trouble. They are great with kids, and
make an effort to know each guest by name.
Are there any unmissable attractions near the hotel?
The lovely fishing village of Plaka is a 10-minute walk
from the hotel. It’s a great spot to savour fresh fish
with fabulous views over Spinalonga. The larger
town of Elounda is a 20-minute walk in the opposite
direction. Its seafront restaurants are ideal for
sampling Greek meze and sipping wine.

You must try locally caught fresh fish in Plaka or
Elounda, and don’t forget to enjoy your special à la
carte dinner at Topos 1910, courtesy of Sovereign.
Finish your meals with the local shot, raki, a favourite
drink to share amongst friends.
How will Sovereign make my
holiday perfect?
We offer a completely personal service from
booking through to your return home. All our guests
have our direct email and telephone numbers
should they need anything. We also offer some
great complimentary experiences at this hotel to
make your trip truly memorable.

Call our Trusted Advisers on 01293 765018*

Visit sovereign.com    
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Hotel Bahía del Duque
Set within lush, subtropical gardens in the
lively, upmarket resort of Costa Adeje, Bahía
del Duque is Tenerife’s original luxury resort
and a Sovereign signature hotel.

Inspired by the architecture of 19th
century Canarian villages, the resort
rises from the long, sandy beach of
Playa del Duque, its pastel-pink and
honey-coloured buildings reminiscent
of a fairy tale. Offering a relaxed vibe
combined with unparalleled views
over the Atlantic Ocean, this Leading
Hotels of the World member is the
ideal base for a luxurious trip
to Tenerife.
Its facilities are sensational. There are
five swimming pools, tennis courts, a
spa and wellness centre, and 21 bars
and restaurants offering everything
from innovative Canarian dishes to
French haute cuisine and Japanese–
Nikkei fusion.
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Activities include yacht excursions,
guided tours through botanic
gardens, and an in-resort
astronomical observatory. Families
love the nearby waterparks and
shopping centres, while the island’s
interior promises hiking trails around
Mount Teide.

Trusted Adviser, Claire, gives her expert advice on discovering the best
Tenerife has to offer.
What’s your favourite thing about this
hotel?

What local specialities should I sample
while there?

Bahía del Duque has a fantastic choice of
restaurants and bars, along with a selection
of swimming pools all set on picturesque
patios. It’s a great choice for both couples
and multi-generational families, as there’s
something for everyone to enjoy.

Of course, you must sample the local
Spanish tapas. One of my personal
favourites is papas arrugadas, small boiled
potatoes served with a chilli sauce called
mojo rojo. I highly recommend it!

Are there any unmissable attractions near
the hotel?
Take a stroll along the beach to the fishing
village of La Caleta. Despite its proximity
to a busy resort, it’s retained its local
charm – and offers one of the best seafood
restaurants on the island.

How will Sovereign make my holiday
perfect?
Sovereign provides a number of exclusive
offers at this hotel, designed to add a
special touch to your holiday. They include a
complimentary lunch at the Beach Club, a
relaxed restaurant right next to the sea, and
one free entrance to the spa.

Call our Trusted Advisers on 01293 765018*

Visit sovereign.com
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Sun Garden Dubrovnik
Sun Gardens Dubrovnik occupies an
enviable location near the village of
Orašac on the Dubrovnik Riviera. With
panoramic views over the Adriatic Sea
and Elaphiti Islands, this ‘Leading Hotels
of the World’ member is one of our
signature properties.
The stylish resort stretches along
the beachfront, swathed in fragrant
Mediterranean gardens. There’s a private
beach, along with three freshwater pools,
an award-winning spa, and 16 restaurants
and bars offering a gastronomic journey
through Dalmatian, Mediterranean,
international and fusion cuisine.

Sun Gardens is ideal for active families,
with world-class sports facilities, kids’
clubs and a shopping promenade. Daily
boats and shuttle buses run to Dubrovnik
where you can explore the picturesque
Old Town.

An enchanting Adriatic adventure?
If you want to explore more of this
fascinating region, speak to our
Trusted Advisers about combining
your Dubrovnik break with a trip to
neighbouring Montenegro.

Still relatively undiscovered, Montenegro
offers rugged, pine-clad mountains,
glittering lakes, beautiful beaches,
ancient walled towns, and a fascinating
history. All waiting to be explored…

Get some great tips on this unspoilt area of the world from our
Trusted Adviser, Leanne.
What’s your favourite thing about
this hotel?

upmarket restaurants and bars. You can
also take a boat to the island of Lokrum
and ride a cable car up Mount Srd for
iconic views.

It’s superb for people who love to be active.
It has a sports centre with gym, rockclimbing wall, and squash, badminton and
basketball courts. Outside, you can play
tennis, football, beach volleyball, and dive
into an array of watersports. It even has its
own sports bar offering nutritional drinks
and TVs showing sporting events.

What local specialities should I sample
while there?
Thanks to its location, seafood is a must.
Black risotto (made from squid ink), tender
octopus salad, brodet (a delicious seafood
stew) and local oysters from Mali Ston are
just some of the local specialities.

Are there any unmissable attractions near
the hotel?
The Old Town of Dubrovnik is just along the
coast. Hop on the hotel’s shuttle boat and
spend time wandering the city’s magnificent
walls, strolling through medieval streets
and around the harbour, and sampling
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How will Sovereign make my
holiday perfect?
We go the extra mile, adding our special
Sovereign touches, to tailor make your
holiday to suit your needs and requirements.

Call our Trusted Advisers on 01293 765018*

Visit sovereign.com
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Don’t juﬆ take
our word for it
“Excellent – that’s why we book with Sovereign!
Efficient, friendly and well informed customer
service. We booked by phone and the whole
process was straightforward and a pleasant
experience. Great to be given a personal Travel
Adviser – Samantha was extremely helpful.
The holiday was lovely. We have booked
to return to the same hotel in May 2020 –
and with Sovereign.”

“Very knowledgeable and friendly adviser
who had actually been to the hotel. All
our questions answered, and booking
and subsequent documentation provided
everything we needed to know. We felt we
received personal advice and help.”
Mr Michael Carr – Feefo online reviewer

“A first class experience from start to finish.
All aspects of the booking were first class
and I received exactly what I paid for. My
Trusted Adviser, Lynn, was always available
to answer any questions or concerns. I have
used Sovereign on numerous occasions for
travel in Europe, and would continue to do
so and would recommend to others.”

“Always excellent. I have recommended
Sovereign to friends already. Those at the
end of the phone know what they are talking
about … no ifs and buts … just good clear
advice. And they deliver.”
Mrs Lynne Naylor – Feefo online reviewer

Mr John Bebbington – Feefo online reviewer

Mrs Linda Swann – Feefo online reviewer
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Call our Trusted Advisers on 01293 765018*

Visit sovereign.com

The £150 per booking additional discount applies to new bookings made from 19 December 2019 to 31 January 2020 inclusive for departures 1 January 2020 to 30 April
2021 for a minimum of 2 adults and stays of 7 nights or more. A single passenger booking will receive a discount of £75. Flights from regional airports available. All offers
are subject to availability and change. The discount is included in the final price of your holiday. Full booking terms and conditions apply. *Calls from UK Landlines cost
the standard rate but calls from a mobile may be higher. Check with your network provider.
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Contact our expert Trusted Advisers
to create your dream luxury holiday
01293 765018*

|

www.sovereign.com

